
We needed a mountain to move...so we prayed!
 We are beyond blessed to welcome Gary, Pierremen, Witchnaida,

Vasthie, Ehoud, Dany, Mathieu and Guivens to America! 

Several months ago the situation in Haiti reached a place where we knew many

in our ministry family were no longer safe. When you are part of a mission the

gangs assume you have resources and then can be a target for evil like

kidnappings. A few months back, many of you prayed for a close friend and

driver for the ministry that was kidnapped while attending a funeral. Through

the Humanitarian Parole program, our first people have arrive! We have several

others that are awaiting paperwork and travel authorization. Some have family

in the states and others will be with a host family.
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To ensure we are clear, the six elderly and one disabled adult are still the daily responsibility of Supply and

Multiply. Students that can safely attend school, are doing so and we pray for the schools to resume full

operations. The community that is in our program and receives food subsidies still does. It does look

different some months. Due to what is available and what is needed we are adjusting our support to better

meet the needs. We are still providing water to the community from the river via a generator. This costs

fuel and servicing of the generator regularly. We are supporting the community and local church with

various needs such as medical care, prison outreach, funeral assistance, home rentals and repairs, and

other request. Ministry in Haiti despite all of the hardships is thriving. The needs are great and we depend

on our faithful supporters to continue to meet the needs and give God all the Glory!

As always, we will be in daily communication with Haiti to pray, support, and guide. We praise God for his

provisions over the years of training indigenous leadership. We look forward to His sovereign plan in this

season. 

 15202 NW 147th Drive
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Pastor Jeremie has been the assistant director in Haiti working alongside Gary

since 2015. He is a humble man that completed seminary just a few years ago.

Pastor Jeremie has taken on great leadership roles through the Covid-19

Pandemic when borders were closed and continues to this day. Gary works with

Pastor Chris to oversee the overall operations of the ministry and Pastor Jeremie

is in charge of implementing the plan. Pastor Jeremie has a kind and

compassionate heart for the elderly and vulnerable in Montrouis. Pastor Jeremie

is a man of integrity, and those of you who have had the pleasure of meeting

him experienced firsthand his servant's heart. 
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Ministry in Haiti needs your financial support. 
Those that have been evacuated need your support as they
complete paperwork for work permits and obtain employment.
Most of the left their city with only a small bag or back pack.  
There are people that we are in the process of coordinating
their evacuation and they need your support.

It is through your faithful prayers and giving that we can be
the hands and feet of Christ. 

http://www.supplyandmultiply.com/
mailto:pilgrimpastor77@gmail.com
https://supplyandmultiply.com/donate

